
Metropolitan Police Service guidelines for surveillance logs - continued

Consideration by OIC/SIOs can also be given to using random numbering for Subjects or even coded names,

Whatever the method, care should be taken to ensure that the original number or code remains constant
throughout the operation to prevent identification problems. The same procedures can be used for Associates.

Evidential identification for Subject and/or Associates
The only time a Subject name should appear in the surveillance log book as a result of observations, is when a
previously unknown Subject or Associate is positively identified. This also includes occasions where a known
person, not previously mentioned at the operational briefing, joins a Subject, or Associate. This positive
identification, and the naming of the individual, would serve to deflect any evidential identification dispute at
a later stage. The relevant entry in the log book must clearly show which officer(s) made the positive
identification.

Persons, who are not considered Subjects, but are known or seen to associate with a Subject, will be referred
to as an ' Associate'. More than one Associate will be referred to as Associate 1, Associate 2 and so on.
Associates will be numbered according to their order of appearance in a record of surveillance, and should be
at the dictate of the OIC/SIO. Once they have been issued with a number however, this should be retained
throughout any on-going surveillance operation, for the reasons of identification evidence.

Changing the Subject and/or Associate number
Consideration may be given at the end of the surveillance operation to the re-classification of the persons
involved, by the OIC/SIO, before any further surveillance operations on the same Subjects/ Associates. Care
must be taken however to ensure that retained material is available to assist officers to follow an identification
trail through several surveillance log books recorded on a continuous operation, in the compilation of any
subsequent statements of evidence. It must be stressed that once a Subject or Associate number is given to an
individual during an operation it can never be re-issued to another person on the same operation.

Premises being observed
If premises are being observed rather than specific people, then these individuals should be referred to by way
of description only. In some cases by habitual use, these individuals may at a later stage be re-classified as
either a Subject or Associate.

De-briefing
Whenever practicable there must be a full de-brief of the log by all operatives involved in the surveillance
operation. The time that the de-brief started and the location of the de-brief, must be recorded on the log. In
situations whereby the location could compromise covert premises, it would be sufficient to refer to the
location by an area of responsibility, for example a borough code, such as 'EK' Section. The time that the de-
brief concluded must also be recorded on the log.

The log will be read through by the nominated loggist to ensure the content of the surveillance log book is
accurate. In the event of there being any amendments, additions or corrections, these should be dealt with by
way of a supplementary entry at the end of the log. These changes should be listed in chronological order
using the alphabet notation as per 'pocket book rules'. During the de-brief process the nominated loggist will
collect the used personal issue log books and record that fact in the surveillance log.
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